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Pre-Game Game. Lucratori te salutant 

 

The aim with this was to put together something which might add ‘depth’ to a 

perfectly ordinary game. It would fit in with most rules and quite a few periods. 

A perfect pre-game game isn’t going to take long, it shouldn’t eat into valuable 

playing time. But there’s always time for institutionalised corruption. 

The scenario. 

Let us assume a third world military dictatorship supported by one major power 

is trying to crush insurgents supported by another major power. Both major 

powers are pouring supplies in. Bitter experience has taught the powers that just 

giving money merely pushes up the price of villas in Switzerland and yachts in 

the western Mediterranean. So instead both sides get supplies. To be done 

properly the supplies will be placed in stockpiles and your troops will be supplied 

out of the stockpile. They’ll get the old stuff first, so we have proper stock 

rotation and stuff doesn’t go off. 

The problem with this system is that if stuff doesn’t go into the stockpile, and 

you’re passing out the old stuff, nobody but a few (generously remunerated) 

storekeepers notice, until either the auditors arrive or somebody backs up the 

lorry and discovers the cupboard is now bare.  

The mechanism 

I suggest a simple pack of cards. These represent the value of the supplies being 

sent by your backers. Each player will draw a card. If the card is a court card 
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then it represents something you cannot merely cash in, but you can launder the 

money and get it abroad where it remains comfortably anonymous. 

Obviously there is an element of waste in this transaction as a lot of people’s 

palms need to be greased. So whilst a court card is worth 11, 12, or 13 points to 

your armed forces, it’s only worth 1 in your secure bank account. Still one has to 

make sacrifices. 

If you draw a card that isn’t a court card, you play it face up in front of you.  

The other player then draws their card. If they cannot use the card they too 

discard it face-up in front of them.  

But if, when you come to discard the card, you can add the value to the value of 

one of the two cards discarded face up, and get a total of 11, 12, or 13, you can 

pick up that other card and put the two of them to one side as money added to 

your secure offshore bank account. Note that you only get 1 point in your 

account, even though there are two cards.  

Also if you made up the point by using a card from the other player’s discard 

pile, keep that to one side.  

After you’ve run through a pack of cards, then the game is over. Both sides tot 

up how much money they’ve squirreled away. The first winner is the one with 

the most money out of the country. 

The effects of the pre-game 

This is comparatively simple. Tot up the number of points lost to the army.  

Also tot up the number of points each player got using cards from the other 

player’s discard. The player who has got most ‘won the discards’.  

There are 364 points in a pack of cards. So work out what proportion of points 

you have both syphoned off. Then you have to apply this to the armies on the 

table. 

The first thing to ask is whether both sides are basically as corrupt as each 

other. Remember that what cannot be achieved by corruption can easily be 

achieved by institutional inefficiency combined with the overcharging by defence 

contractors who have good friends in all political parties.  

In simple terms, if the two players absconded with 50% of the points, then their 

armies are 50% as effective as you’d hope they would be.  

But the player who ‘won the discards’ gets give one side a bonus. 

If your rules produce points based armies, whittling them down is comparatively 

easy but it can be done for any rule system. 

An Example 

Ruritania is slipping into chaos and perhaps civil war. Government forces are on 

the streets and you as the commander of the Government forces in Braziville 

have the following to deploy the following. I’ll use Hell and Uncivil Disorder rules, 
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to show how you can tweak things for a rule system that doesn’t use points for 

building armies. 

Government forces 

A regular infantry company. This consists of four bunches of riflemen riding in 

APCs.  

A paramilitary police company. This consists of four bunches of gunmen riding in 

lorries. 

A ‘company’ of ‘Popular Militia.’ Four bunches of thugs. These ride in a mixture of 

private cars. 

Two MGIAT 

One battery emplaced artillery in a firebase who can cover the entire area. 

Insurgents. 

You have main-force formation. This consists of six bunches of gunmen riding in 

lorries. 

A local Militia company. Four bunches of thugs. These ride in a mixture of private 

cars. 

 

Combats 

The insurgent divides the forces allocated into three commands, which he or she 

write down. 

So 1st combat command, one bunch of local militia 

2nd combat command, 1 bunch of local militia. One bunch of main force.  

3rd combat command, 2 bunch of militia, five bunches of main force.   

Then they mount three attacks, allocating troops to them. He can hit three 

places in the city. The government forces have to react.  

So the Insurgent might say. “First attack, 1st combat command attack the 

railway station.” 

Government player will say, “Deploy the Paramilitary police from the fire base to 

the Railway Station.” 

Insurgent player. “Second attack, Second combat command, will ambush the 

Paramilitary police on their way to the fire station.” 

Government player, “Deploy regular infantry company and MGIAT to rescue the 

paramilitaries.” 

Insurgent player, “Third combat command will storm the fire base.” 

Government player, “Popular Militia are in the fire base.” 
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Combats will be fought out in the order they are announced. Troops in vehicles 

can react to events more quickly. So if in they’re not needed they can move on 

to somewhere else. They will arrive at the next fight on move 4. If not needed in 

that fight they can arrive in the final fight on move 8. If they’re walking they 

arrive on move 8 and move 12.  

The Handicapping 

Now comes the tricky bit. It’s all very approximate.  

The Government player states that he has no fuel so the tanks and APCs cannot 

move so his men have to walk. 

The Insurgent player nods judiciously and suggests that for 50%, rather more is 

called for. So the government player downgrades the Riflemen to Gunmen. The 

artillery remain untouched.  

Then it’s the insurgent player’s turn 

He halves the number of thugs. Instead of four bunches, he only has two. Which 

seems fair. He also has no fuel so his main force have no trucks and his thugs no 

cars.  

The government player intimates that this seems a bit underwhelming so 

suggests that the main force troops start as sullen. This will slow the attack. The 

insurgent player agrees to this.  

 

Finally the insurgent player won the discards. He can give one side a bonus. He 

does so. He gives the Government player enough fuel for his two MGIAT. This 

means that they deploy with the regular infantry company and do not sit around 

in the firebase acting as heavily armed pillboxes.  

Thus battle(s) can commence.  

  

 

 

  

 


